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Addressing the Generation Gap on Your
Team (with Tim Elmore) - Episode 312
Empowering Next Generation Leaders (Part 1)

Developing the next generation of leaders seems to be one of themost pressing challenges
churches are facing today. That’s whywe’re kicking off a brand new series all about howwe can
intentionally raise up and empower the next generation of leaders in ourministries.

In this episode, Tony sits downwith Tim Elmore, Founder and CEO of Growing Leaders and author
of ANew Kind of Diversity: Making the Different Generations on Your Team a Competitive Advantage, to
discuss how leaders can begin to address the generation gap on their teams.

Interview with Tim Elmore

Youwrite that “the generation gap… haswidened today, making collaboration and synergy on a
teammore challenging than ever.”Would you unpack this problem for our listeners?

TIM: Here's my theory: The gap between generations is widening because the screens in our life
went from public to private.Whereas we used to gather around a TV together, nowwe’ve all got a
device in our hand that's exclusively ours—an echo chamber of people that think likeme, talk like
me, vote likeme, etc.We can bemillions of miles apart socially and emotionally and even
spiritually because we just interact with different worlds.What I wonder is, instead of getting
angry or frustrated about this, what if we learned to work together and leverage the unique
strengths of each generation?

What are some things leaders can do to be better at closing the generation gap?

TIM: Those of us who are older tend to expect younger people to do all the “leaning in” and
learning from us “adults.” However, because our world and culture today are changing so rapidly, it
might actually be true that younger generations have a better intuition onwhere the world is
going. So I think we need tomeet in themiddle: Boomers and Gen X have timeless insights and
Millennials and Gen Z have timely intuition about where culture is going.What if we brought those
two together? Too often we assumewe have all the answers—we never turn our frustration into
fascination and the gap between us just keeps getting bigger and bigger.
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For example: 70% of high school kids today want to be an entrepreneur—theywant to start
something, not just join something. So what if, inside ourministry, we had places they could
pioneer something and start a new project within a great established environment where we can
love them, mentor them, coach them, etc? That's what I think the church is going to need.

What are some of the common things that create discord between generations at work?

TIM:When I interviewed respondents from five generations, I asked them: “What do youwant
from other generations when you interact with them?” I got different responses from all five
generations, but three responses came up in every single one of them: Humility, respect, and
curiosity. Every generation said, “I would love for you to approachmewith respect, curious about
what I might have to offer andwhat I might share.”

Imagine a church or aministry where everybody, young and old, was interfacing with humility,
respect, and curiosity. The church needs to wake up and add timeless insight andwisdom to timely
intuition andwelcome the young, even though they've got a lot to learn (because we do too).

One of your chapters is all aboutManaging Preferences, Tensions, and Expectations. How can
leaders begin tomanage these?

TIM: I remember learning fromAndy Stanley, “There's a difference between problems to solve and
tensions tomanage.” I think there's probably always going to be a little tension between young and
old that we’ll have tomanage. So I think in the job interviews, we need to talk about:What are your
preferences (meaning youwish that were true, but it doesn't have to be tomake it here) andwhat
are your demands (meaning this is core to whowe are).

Expectations are another huge issue because every generation comes into a church or a workplace
with a different expectation based onwhen they were raised.When andwhere a person grew up
has a lot to dowith who they become andwho they turn into. I think we, in job interviews or even
just in interactions with family or at church, need to be asking:Whenwere they born and how
might that shape their worldview? So I think those issues of preferences, tensions, and
expectations are all going to be big discoveries tomake on everybody's part.

What are someways that leaders can better understand the generations theyworkwith
without stereotyping them?

TIM: In my opinion, stereotypes aremental shortcuts.We're too lazy to do the work to really
understand the person in front of us, so we take shortcuts.What’s interesting is that while we
draw these conclusions, we don't want anybody else to do that to us. So I think we need to stop
doing what we hate people doing to us andwe need to do the work.
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For example: If youwere going to fly to a different country, you know that you’re going to have to
work harder to connect with people there because they speak a different language. They have
different customs and theymay have different values.We need to have the samemindset across
generations and do the work to connect. Jesus showed us this by example—he always did the work
to understandwhowas in front of him.

JohnMaxwell has said that “managers treat everyone the same, and leaders treat everyone
differently.” Tell me about this idea of “chess vs. checkers” in leadership.

TIM: When I play the game of checkers, all my pieces look alike andmove alike, so I treat them all
the same. But if I have any hope of winning the game of chess, I have to knowwhat each piece can
do. It’s only in knowing the strength of each piece can I win. Mediocre leaders or managers play
checkers with their people: They treat them all alike and they get average performance. Great
leaders have learned to play chess in the relationships of their life: They connect with others
through the uniqueness of their strength, their personality, and their generation, and those people
flourish under their leadership.

So it's a simple way of remembering that everyone in front of me is a chess piece, not a checkers
piece, so I better knowwhat they can do so I can bring out their very best.

Key Takeaways

God has created each of us uniquely, so we can’t be quick to over-generalize who someone is
because of their age. Instead, we really need to get to know each person as a unique individual.

If you lead a team, list each person on your team and address these questions:

● Where are they in their faith journey?
● How has their family and upbringing shapedwho they are?
● What are their unique strengths that they can contribute to the team?How can I help them

maximize those strengths?
● What are the unique challenges that could hold them backwithout appropriate coaching?

How could I help them improve?
● If they were inmy seat, what would they do differently?
● How can I help them take their next step in their leadership?
● How should I be praying for them?

If you don’t know how to answer these questions for each person you are leading, you probably
don’t know them as individuals well enough.
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The intersection of the different generations on your team can be an advantage—and the
intersection of the different generations in your church can also be an advantage. The healthiest
churches aren’t just reaching one generation—they aremulti-generational churches.

Listen to the full episode on Apple Podcasts, Spotify or at theunstuckgroup.com/episode312.

Free Webinar: How to Structure Your Sta� to Develop Next Gen Leaders

If wewant the legacy of our leadership to outlive us, we have to focus on giving leadership away
to the next generation. Join TonyMorgan and AmyAnderson on September 28 for this free
1-hour webinar where you’ll be empoweredwith the systems and strategies to confidently
structure your church for future impact.

Special Thanks to Our Sponsor for This Episode:

Do you ever feel like 24 hours in a day is just not enough?
Between yourministry and your life at home, managing
your time as a church leader can feel impossible. If

you’re feeling overwhelmed, our friends atBELAY can help.

BELAY is a staffing organization that has spent more than a decade helping busy church leaders
like youmanage their productivity and accomplishmore. From accounting services to
administrative support, BELAY has vetted U.S.-based specialists ready to fit your tailored needs.

Since time is themost valuable resource we have, BELAYwants to help youmaximize it by offering
our listeners an exclusive free download of their newest ebook, The Power of Productivity. This
insightful resource is filled with practical tips, helpful assessments, and somuchmore. Start
making themost of the time you have each day and leadwith BELAY.
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